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Most church pledge drives are all about what the church needs to receive.     
 
I’d like to flip that, and instead talk about your need to give.    
 
Usually, there are a few people (let’s call them the bean counters) telling the rest what 
the church needs…    and it usually comes down to what amount of money must be 
received.  It is always more!  When the campaign is based on what the church needs to 
receive, it is usually predicated on helping you feel guilty.  
 
I think that is unfortunate.   (…that is because I have always heard that UU’s don’t do 
guilt!)  It seems to me that a pledge campaign ought to be about what we need to give.  
And giving ought to feel good! 
 
How does giving make you feel?  
 
It makes me feel good.  It makes me feel like I am giving back at least a portion of what I 
have received.  It makes me feel like if my gift is put together with yours, then we are all 
supporting in unison what one person couldn’t do alone, but what can do together.  
Giving also gives me a sense of integrity.  For example, when I have used hours and 
hours of say public TV, and I respond to a pledge drive, it feels good cause I am honoring 
what I have consumed with a promise to pay for it. 
 
If pledge drives were less about what the church needs to receive and more about what 
motivates us to give until we feel good, then, whatever the total sum is of what is 
collectively pledged would be counted as what there is to work with.  Your pledges are 
and have always been the backbone upon which the budget for the next church year is 
created.  Why not figure out a way to feel good about the sum total?  To feel like what is 
promised will be enough.  Why not have some trust and some faith? 
 
As some of you likely know, fundraisers, like the annual auction, and rentals and some 
proceeds from the restricted funds also go into the income side of the equation that 
builds the church budget.   
 
Why is it that we try to figure out the expense side of the equation first, then tell you 
what to pledge?  That doesn’t seem right!  What is the point of figuring out the 
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expenses, or making promises about what to pay, until it is clear what the income is 
going to be?  Even though, most congregations anticipate the expense side of the 
budget first, then they ask pledgers to promise enough funds to so that the income side 
matches, I don’t think that is the best method.   
 
How about if this year, we try a different approach?   
 
Let’s talk about what motivates you to give.  Help you find your reason for giving.  Help 
you feel good about giving.  Or as I like to say, help you give until it feels good.  Then let 
the bean counters, just receive whatever total sum comes from that the feel good 
motivation and from there calculate the rest.   
 
There will be, like there always has been, a budget for the members to say “yay” or 
“nay” to, during the annual meeting.   It will be based on what you have promised, 
whatever that promise is.   
 
Let’s not spend our energy this morning, or anytime during the next several weeks with 
any concern about what the church needs to receive.    
 
Instead, let’s talk about our various reasons to give, what motivates us.  Our need to 
give back as a form of spiritual practice, or to belong to the group we care about, or to 
be honorable people.   
 

 I’d like us to be people who enjoy giving and giving generously because we know giving 
makes a difference in our lives and positively impacts the lives of others.   
 
Many pledge campaigns make the assumption that everyone who might be persuaded 
to give has the same motivation.  Not everyone loves a pie chart, or a line item budget.  
Some might, but others just want to know what’s expected, others are already giving a 
high percentage of their income to charitable causes, they just need a good reason to 
give here.       
 
One of the three motivations for giving that I am prepared to talk about, and it might be 
yours, is the need to live within the circle of generosity.  They are people, many of 
whom are UU’s, who are always conscious of living within the interdependent web of 
being.  Grateful for life, and aware of the blessings they have received, it is just natural 
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for them to give back.  They give back because they have been given to.  It is essential to 
their very being. It is not a matter of obligation.  It is more like breathing, it is an 
essential/an “of course”.  They might call it paying it forward. They might call it a “tithe”.  
Whatever it is called, people motivated by an awareness of the benevolence of the 
universe, give because they are alive.   
 
These are the kind of givers who will leave legacies, arrange for ongoing gifts that 
survive their individual lives, because it is a spiritual practice just to insure the circle of 
generosity continues.       
 
These folks, and you may be one, don’t need a pledge campaign to convince them to 
give.  They already do.  What they might need is a good reason, a compelling reason to 
give here.  They want to know how lives have been changed, how the world is going to 
change, because we exist.  
 
They want to know what this church gives back, how generous are we with the gifts that 
circle through here? 
 
Many of you are what might be called “spiritual” givers.  You probably already know we 
change lives. 
 
There is another group who are motivated to give because they want to be part of the 
group.  They want to belong.  You might be motivated to be part of the gang, a member 
who knows who they are and why they are so glad this is the place where their people 
are.  Your identity as one among others is important to you.  You want to be with those 
who care about you, and you about them.  You trust, or you certainly want to trust that 
the natural leaders in this group know where you all are heading.  You are motivated to 
give because you are excited about being part of a team that is going places where you 
want to go to as well.  You give simple because it is expected.  Those who belong, 
members are equals in the act of giving.  All you need to know is how much.     
 
So, a pledge campaign must answer that essential question for the belongers group.  
What does it take to be counted as “in”?   
 
In this church, there is no requirement that any member give a specific dollar amount, 
or a particular percentage of their income.  But, I think members need an idea of what is 
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equitable, what is standard.  And, I can tell you that studies show most UU’s give 
between 2 and 4% of their income.   
 
I think that is true here, too.  So, it is not about a specific dollar amount, but rather a 
kind of tithe.  In the outside world, we don’t have a lot of control over how we are 
compensated.  But together we can see that a standard “tithe” is already in operation.  
That standard is at least 2%, and as much as 4%!  The trick is how to determine your 
income?  If you get a paycheck, it isn’t that hard.  Look at this year’s tax return and find 
your adjusted gross income, then multiply by 3%. 
 
All those who are motivated by wanting to belong really want to know is what is 
expected of them to be “in”.   Too many pledge campaigns leave that essential piece of 
the ask out!   So, if you need more info, I can help! 
 
Then there are those who, and you might be one, who are not primarily motivated by 
living within the circle of generosity, or by being a member of the community created 
and constantly re-created here.  Rather they are motivated by the need to be 
honorable, to live with integrity.  What that means is that they want a fair price for what 
they have used, or received. 
 
You might be a person motivated by honor, if look over the budget in great detail, (and 
take out your calculator).  What you are looking for is the fair price.  What does what 
you use cost?   
 
Those motivated by honor want to pay for what they have consumed.  For them giving is 
a matter of equal exchange, of a fair price. They are very motivated to erase a debt they 
owe, to bring it all back to equity as often as possible. They simply want a way to assign 
value to a service they have or they expect to receive.  These kinds of givers want to 
know what the part of congregational life they participate in costs so they can pay their 
fair share.  They appreciate knowing the details.  What they have gotten and what they 
will get is important and they want to know what it costs.   
 
Sometimes, the entire pledge campaign is aimed towards the few who are motivated by 
honor, by paying for the services they have received. 
 
Yet, when it comes to what motivates us to give, we are not all alike!    
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What moves you to give?   
 
Do you understand your pledge as a tithe that says who you are?   
 
Do you give for a cause, to be part of the team that’s going where you want to go?  
 
Do you make a contribution equal to the measure of what you have and will get?     
 
We are probably all motivated in one degree or another by all of these reasons, be it our 
internal sense of who we are or our desire to join in, to go with and where our team is 
going, or as an equal exchange for the services that we have received.     
 
Yet, these various motivations reveal the diversity in our reasons for giving.  You may be 
most motivated by one reason or another, or by some combination of two, or even 
three.  The point is we don’t all possess the same motivation, or the same combination 
of motivations for giving. 
 
If you discover that you are motivated by a deep sense of giving back because of having 
received, you may want to consider adjusting the parts that make up what you give 
away to worthy causes.  In other words, this cause may have become more worthy!    
 
If you feel moved to be part of the gang going where this gang is going all you have to 
do is make a pledge of a certain percentage!  I trust you to know your finances and what 
that percentage can be.  This year, all that is being asked of you is to make a pledge.  
Pledge and fulfill that pledge to the best of your ability and you are in.   
 
If you among those motivated by a sense of honor, it is not so much about you and the 
“universe”, it is not so much about you and the “gang”.  It is about you and your 
individual sense of integrity.  You are both willing and able to make a fair exchange for 
what you consume, or you wouldn’t consume it. What is a fair price for a worship 
service that includes great music and singing, a message that moved you, heat and lights 
and hymnals, and cushioned seats and childcare?  What is a fair price for a bathroom, 
someone who listens to you, visits when you aren’t well, a minister who can officiate 
your next wedding, one who will lift up your legacy when your time comes?  What is a 
fair price for the amount of time your children are in YRE?     
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Whatever your motivation for giving, I am asking you to consider making your pledge 
based on what it means to you.  I am trusting that you will look deeper into your 
motivation for giving, so that together we can all look “higher” and with more breadth.   
Seeing better who we are, where we are going, and what we have received…what we 
have to give, what we owe, seeing our way to come into better alignment with our 
values.   Let’s all live fully within the circle of generosity, or the circle created by this 
community, be the people with integrity and honor, who have fun and feel good 
together.  
 
This liberal faith asks nothing more and nothing less than for you to be in living 
relationship with what good you value, to make promises that reflect what good you 
value, and to the best of your ability make good on your promises.   
 
Let me also add that no one here will ever ask that you go into debt to make a pledge.  
So, if your finances are in a place where you cannot make a pledge, we grant waivers to 
members.  That is private, between me and you.  All you need to do is fill out your 
pledge form with by writing a W.  I will trust that you know your circumstances!  It 
makes no sense for anyone for you to promise what you cannot pay, or must go further 
into debt to pay.  No one is asking you to do that.   
 

All are invited, as you are able, member or friend, to consider what your motivation 
might be, and as best you are able to make a pledge of support to insure the 
continued presence of liberal religion in Plainfield with your promise of a 2017/18 
pledge of support to the First Unitarian Society. 
 

   


